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This Dave's Deep Dive started out to answer where the Vikings might find starters that don't
cost a tremendous amount of money [i.e. drafted rookies], leaving money for free agents and
to re-sign the team's young stars.

We have entered the time of year, where we are evaluating team needs and how best to fill
them. There are basically three ways to acquire players.

The first is through free agency, for an impact player that you get to start. These are veterans
that are looking to make money and depending on the position, can demand a lot of it. The
cost of free agents more directly affects the salary cap than just about any other method. The
Vikings have been known to sign a few high-cost free agents in the past, with some mixed
success.

The second way to acquire talent, and what is being discussed in this Deep Dive, is through
the draft. Drafting rookies allows to get the team some valuable assets at relatively low
salaries. However, it is not a sure solution considering how these young players have yet to
fully develop and mature in the game of football. There are some that can come in and start
right away and have some limited success, but the majority must work themselves up to those
positions, if they are lucky, talented, and take instruction well. Others turn out to be just
complete busts and what is a wasted pick opportunity.

The third and final way is least used. It is through a player trade, and rarely happens. This can
be and usually is done to pick up a veteran and may involve other veterans or draft picks.

The standard first two methods of acquiring talent, through free agency and the draft,
are very related because of the time frame they happened in. Free agency will open
first, followed by the draft, then the return to free agency to fill backup and support
roles that were not sufficiently filled earlier. Before we discussed free agency and
the prospects available in a Deep Dive, I wanted to explain and illustrate the

likelihood of getting needed high quality starters in the draft. Both methods
of acquisition should be used to maximize the Vikings assets and give

the team the best chance of fielding a winning squad.

In this we hope to see where the best place is to
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select a player, what positions are good in the earlier rounds, and what are good overall.
Where can the Vikings get the most value from a pick to fill needs, not just only as starters but
also as role players and depth. I wanted to take a look at how the team could maximize the
value of a pick and where, and in what round, that may come from.

Rick Spielman has done a debatable job as GM, and we love to slam him for it. He is definitely
had draftees that fall into the good, the bad, and the ugly categories, but actually how well did
he do over his career with the Vikings? Has he just been lucky on a few selections while faking
his job, or is he actually pretty good at it?

We all know that Spielman loves to trade down and accumulate picks, especially seventh
rounders lately. It drives us all nuts! Are we getting the best value for those trades. Jimmy
Johnson back in the days when he was the Cowboys head coach, developed a trade value
chart that has been the standard to this day. There have been people that have analyzed it
and proven that it is skewed to what is actually a value of a player. We will discuss a few of the
new ones and how they approached the question of round, draft position, and value. Then in
April, we can compare Rick's trades to see if we actually gain or lose relativistic value.
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Which Positions Are The
Safest To Draft
To answer all the questions posed in this Dave's Deep Dive, some research needed to be
done. I was trying to find the biggest sample size I could find and stumbled upon this sequence
of articles written on the subject. Almost all of them have used Pro Football Reference
numbers for their research. I did the same when it came to the Vikings and Rick Spielman.

The first article which gave me the biggest sample size was written by a man named Brad
Gagnon back in April 2015 for Bleacher Report. The article can be found here: http://
bleacherreport.com/articles/2441018-which-positions-are-the-safest-riskiest-at-the-top-of-the-
nfl-draft. In the article, he
said "we", so he and his
assistants had studied
every first round
selection between 1986
and 2010. They also did
a 10 year subsample of
that from 2001 through
2010. They broke the
draftees down into those
that were selected as All-
Pros, for Pro Bowls, and
career starts.

The first published their
numbers for the 25 year
sample size. I've
consolidated all those numbers into a single graph so that you can see my position how well
NFL teams did. [Keep in mind as we move forward, some of the position names will morph or
get more specific.]

Looking at the entire 25 years, covers of varied style and schematic emphasis versus the more
narrowed schemes and styles that are drafted for today. Here is your 25 year sample graph:

In these graphs, the categories of Pro Bowl, Serviceable [which is the percentage difference
between Pro Bowl and Bust, and Busts. In this article it fails to say how they determined their
categories, so I adopted what is used throughout this report, that a first rounder must start at
least 50% of his career games. One that fails to do that would be considered a bust.
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As we move closer to present day, you can see certain positions trending downward to include
quarterback, not that quarterback was great to start off with, especially with a high bust rate.

As you can see there
are significant changes
over some of the
positions. In the 25 year,
they have the offensive
line is one category, but
in the 10 year they have
broken it down to guard
and tackle. Whereas in
the 25 year model as a
whole choosing an
offense of lineman was a
relatively safe pick, and
the first 10 years of the
century, only guard falls
in that category. One
position that stayed the
strongest across both
time periods is that of
safety. Compare for

yourself the rest of the differences. Another one of interest is that you will notice that the bust
rate for first-round quarterbacks is pretty consistent at almost 1/3 of them. The highest bust
rate of all positions belongs to the running backs.

So let's start looking forward in time

In April 2017 the Cleveland Browns and Rich Exner, published a piece utilizing their new
analytics department to figure out what were the best positions to draft, with the highest hit
rates from 1999 through 2013. The whole story can be found at: http://www.cleveland.com/
datacentral/index.ssf/2017/04/nfl_draft_which_positions_are.html. Cleveland was the first team
to bring in baseball analytics people to apply their small ball success in hopes of turning this
tragic franchise into a winner. We are still waiting for that to work, however in the process they
gave us some interesting data look at.

[***Note to the reader: I apologize for the next set of graphs coloring. They were done by the
Cleveland Browns and are not mine, so they chose to use their team's colors. Blame them.
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LOL.]

Again, we will start by
looking at first-round
selections, and their
average number of game
started by position.

As you can see, offensive
lineman lead to group, and
as we know that is a position
of need for the Minnesota
Vikings. Defensive lineman,
which is also considered a
position of need, especially
at the 3T position has a
lower start rate during this

time. Question is, which way will Rick Spielman go in the first round, but that may depend on
who's available when the Vikings are ready to pick.

Looking at other possible first-
round positions to take, one of the
better ones is safety, but I do not
see coach Zimmer starting a
defensive back early unless the
young man is literally that good or
we lose options due to injury. Let's
all hope that doesn't happen. Do
any of these results surprise you?

The Browns were also nice enough
to figure out who of those first
rounders were likely to be selected
as All Pros of the positions
selected in the first round.

The next graph, the Browns expanded to players drafted from the second round and here you'll
see some slight shifting of positions as to their start average.

Offensive lineman still make the majority, but linebackers defensive backs, and tight ends have
moved up the scale. You'll also notice the quarterbacks take the biggest plunge downward.
That just goes to prove their talent level drops significantly beyond the first 3 to 5 in the draft,
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and usually about 1/3 of those
will be busts.

Next, we start looking at third
rounders included in a stat that
shows players that start at least
50 NFL games.

The purpose of this was to see
what drafted positions could be
penciled in long-term to build a
team around. As you can see,
the offensive line leads the way
again followed by the offensive
line/receiver hybrid, the tight
end, and then on defense your

linebackers and some of your defensive backs. Everything else other than first rounders, you
might want to look for in free
agency. It is this type of data that
can help direct or influence a good
GM to draft and build from within
long-term and make decisions
better in the short term.

[At least we got some other color
then brown and orange in this
graph. LOL]

The Browns finish their report by

showing All Pros. These are players
that were named to the first or second
team from 2000 through 2016. As you
can see most of them were selected
from the first three rounds.

Where there some Vikings in that
group? Keep reading, and you will
find out.
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Breaking down some modern numbers

In March 2016, the SB Nation fansite for the Dallas Cowboys, Blogging The Boys, the sister
site of the Daily Norsemen, had a writer that goes by One.Cool.Customer gather the same
numbers giving percentages by all seven rounds and ranking the teams and their performance.
The story can be found here: https://
www.bloggingtheboys.com/2016/3/2/11145156/2010-2015-nfl-drafts-team-by-team-draft-
success-in-first-three-rounds, in its entirety.

The writer covered the time period from 2010 through 2015. What is significant about this? It
falls in the range that our very own Rick Spielman was the personnel guy for the Minnesota
Vikings. Spielman was promoted to full-blown general manager that the beginning of 2012,
and prior to that was part of what was known as the triangle of authority. However for this
documents purposes, we are looking at his entire record, and the time period that the Cowboys
writer covers should be given to Spielman.

Out of all the research
before, here they state
the criteria of the best.
They start off by using
the NFL's definition of
the five drafting tiers. […
Or tears if you fail the
draft good players. LOL.]

You can start running
through your head, how
many teams have

missed in each of these categories, especially that first one. Future Hall of Famer or once in a
generation type prospect? In this quarterback media environment over the last decade and
1/2, there have been very few of those selected, if any.

The author writes a piece
about "do Cowboys go to
sleep on the third day of
the draft?" Well, it's
going to look like that
same affliction may
affect our favorite team.
You will see that here in
a little bit.
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In the table [bottom right of previous page], the writer talks about primary starters, as defined in
starting more than 50% of their games. He's hast the numbers across all seven rounds. They
decline greatly as you would suspect. Finding a starter in the later rounds, is extremely difficult.

So how did the teams do? In rounds 1-3, we see Minnesota smack dab in the middle of the
pack. We were tied for 17th best out of 32 teams with Indianapolis. That is bottom half of the
league.

The next table we see
the later rounds, 4-7.
Here we see,
unfortunately, the
Vikings doing much,
much worse than the
rest of the league at
26th.

There could be a
couple factors for this,
the first, and most
obvious, is that Rick
Spielman does a poor
job drafting in the later
rounds. There are also
two other factors that
come into play, the first
being the team over
this time., was in
relative building mode
and taking flyers on
"need" positions that
weren't good enough to
pan out, versus picking
for value. The second
part of that is that
Spielman's love to
trade down and

gathering very late round picks has led to a bunch of them not even making the team. Not
making the team will not get you that more than 50% start rate that this data is based on.
Maybe instead of volume in all those choices, If the trades weren't done, fewer players would
have been taken, yes, but with a much more likely percentage of falling, at least, into the
serviceable category.
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Is this actually statistics that give a perception of poor performance in the draft, or are they in
actuality, what we have seen over those years?

So let's look at Rick Spielman's record

I have gone through every single draft selection since Spielman is been with the team in 2007
to present. Player by player looking at their statistics, in particular there starts and if they meet
one of two criteria. Have players selected in the first three rounds, at least started 50% or more
of their games? Then, have the players selected in rounds 4-7 at least played in 50% or more
of their games, filling special teams and support roles?

Spielman has drafted a
total of 94 players
through 11 drafts,
averaging 8 1/2 players
per draft. These numbers
do not include any
undrafted free agent that
the Vikings developed
and have one any
honors or of started more
than 50% to include
Adam Thielen, and
Marcus Sherels.

Let's start by looking at
Rick's first-round
successes that have
played more than 50%
as starters in their
careers with the Vikings.
To the right, you see
those numbers.

Here we see draftees
that started more than
50% of their careers with
the Vikings in all seven
rounds. There is a very
steep decline, and you
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see only one player in the third round that has ever achieved that minimum. That happens to
be the rookie from last
year, Pat Elflein. I
would've expected more.

Utilizing the same criteria
we started with at the
beginning, used by the
25 year and 10 year
studies, here are the
numbers broken down
into the four categories
and round grouping: All
Pros, Pro Bowlers,
Serviceable, and Busts. Again if you add up the Pro Bowlers, Serviceable, and the Busts they
will equal the total number of players picked in each
of those positions. Rounds 1-3 are expected to start
at least 50% of their games, and rounds 4-7
expected to play in at least 50% of their games to
qualify in the Serviceable, or higher categories.

You can see the Vikings have gone through a lot of
defensive backs and wide receivers, along with that
share of linebackers in that time. Also, there are hits
taken such as running backs that play in committee,
are not included as starters. Same goes for the
nickel cornerback position. Also, Danielle Hunter did
not meet the 50+ percent start criteria and would
show up as a Bust. Others in that category are there
because of injury, like Dalvin Cook, Sharrif Floyd,
and Teddy Bridgewater even though he's accounted
for as the only quarterback to ever make a Pro Bowl.
Before you start quibbling over that last statement,
again all of these numbers were taking from Pro
Football Reference and they didn't care if you were
the second, third, fourth, or even fifth choice to the
Pro Bowl teams, just that you played in a Pro Bowl.

It was this pie chart that surprised me the most. Rick
Spielman has a better selection rate by category
than the entire league did up till 2010. There were
only two busts in the first round, and one was
because of injury. 2/3 of his first round selections
have been selected to at least one Pro Bowl. The
rest of the league doesn't even reach 50% in that
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category. There is no data for the whole league beyond round one to compare these rates to
Rick Spielman's. The Blogging The Boys article comes the closest with its percentages. If you
translate those as Spielman's comparison to the rest of the league, unlike the first round where
he does outstanding, he quickly tanks the further down the draft he goes, and especially all
those third rounds don't help.

His overall hit rate for all seven rounds to meet the two separate 50% categories as illustrated
in this pie chart.
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So now looking forward to the 2018 draft, I created and posted these positions success, and
when to draft players and what round graphs in the run-up to last year's draft. I had extracted
the numbers from the article written in the fan post by WesternChief of the SP Nation Kansas
City Chiefs fansite Arrowhead Pride. That post was written in February 2015 and can be found
here: https://www.arrowheadpride.com/2015/2/20/8072877/what-the-statistics-tell-us-about-
the-draft-by-round.

This gives a pretty
good visual of the
decline of positions
as the draft
progresses, but also
where you might
catch some positional
steals.

It shows all of the
offensive line still

being one of the
best possible draft
positions, and as
we saw earlier
where was broken
down by guard
and tackle, guard
well outperforms
the tackle
position. If Rick
Spielman is going
to fortify the
offense of line
even more, free
agency and the
draft are both
good places to
address it.

Once early free
agency is
complete, we should know better as Vikings fans what positions are needed to be targeted.
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Spielman loves draft day drafting position trades

We all have lamented the constant trading down but fail to remember there's been a few times
when Rick Spielman is
actually traded up in the
draft and usually been
successful at it. Are we
getting value for those
choices however? Value
is usually measured by
using the Johnson trade
value chart [TVC]. Is it
time to change that
antiquated formula
however?

Here is the current TVC
that we've been using for
years now. It is currently
marked, highlighted in
yellow, with the Vikings'
draft positions in each of the upcoming 2018 rounds. At present there are only five picks, but
we expect at least two more additional compensatory selections to be added for a total of
seven picks this year. Most likely, because Rick Spielman says he likes to start with at least 10
draft picks, we will probably see again some more trading down, too much of our chagrin.
Question: is it worth it
if a lot of those later
players, like last year,
did not make the
active squad?

Since we are looking
at value, a lot of folks
have been looking at
those charts and
figuring out how to
make them more
accurate and fit
reality. There are two
approaches that I like
it would like to
evaluate during the
upcoming draft, and
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maybe you can help me with this.

The first comes from a little east coast
school called Harvard University. They
have a long football tradition, and also
provided us with Matt Birk [remember
him?], LOL. Here they measured the
Approximate Value statistic from Pro
Football Reference of every player over
their career versus their draft position. It's
then compared that to the Jimmy Johnson
TVC currently in use across the league, or
at least reported as such. If memory
serves, Spielman has already said that he
does not follow it strictly and past
performances of his during the draft prove
that to be correct. Sometimes I think he
goes with his gut on deciding trade value.

In this chart [previous page], the red line
represents the Johnson TVC, whereas the
blue squiggly points correlate with PFR's
Approximate Value statistic. the chart to
your right is the result that better matches that AV statistic. As Harvard put it, "The CAVOA is
the comparative value of each pick versus the normal pick and is based off of real, historical,
on-field performance. This non-arbitrary statistic is a massive improvement over the old draft
chart." Unfortunately, it has not been publicly adopted by any team that I'm aware of.

There are two more alternate charts. The first one can be found here: http://myslu.stlawu.edu/
~msch/sports/Schuckers_JQAS_NFL_Draft.pdf. It is accomplished by Michael Schuckers of
St. Lawrence University. It is done along the same lines and using the same original data from
Pro Football Reference as the Harvard study. The second one was done by a Mr. Rich Hill at
SB Nation's Pats Pulpit. His pieces found at: https://
www.patspulpit.com/2017/4/23/15398184/2017-nfl-draft-creating-a-brand-new-nfl-draft-value-
trade-chart. He went about it using a different approach, by evaluating the actual trades that
have taken place to determine an individual picks market value. All three of these alternate
charts should be interesting to evaluate during the upcoming 2018 draft.

We know the Vikings have adopted the use of analytics, hopefully some of them include draft
trends and where to find success by position and by around. Rick Spielman wants to keep this
highly competitive team in a Super Bowl window for absolutely as long as possible, or at least
us fans do. When the draft is handy, keep this deep dive handy, let's have the best Vikings
NFL draft yet.
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